This is Kalidindi Nirmala Devi working in DNR English Medium High School
Bhimavaram as a Principal. I put in my step in Science teaching in 1987 with bubbling
enthusiasm to be something for Science and humanity. Year after year I have a good
progress both in salary reputation and also my position.
The same way year after year my enthusiasm and zeal for science is ascending but
dealing with the children, I turn desperate year after year and almost lost all hopes to
find students with scientific out look.
Since a year or so I was getting phone calls from Mr.S.G. Srinivas saying he was from
Scientific students.com and want to bring awareness of Science.
I gave the appointment to him on 7.9.2011 and the day brought lime light to my desperate
attitude to wards children.
The day went along by questions of Mr.S.G.Srinivas and answers of students (correct
or wrong). The spontaneous wrong answers became thought full appropriate to correct
answers by the end of the day.
This day of Science made me interact with the children and Srinivas showed what
children are missing.
Teacher is just not able to give that is in the text book leave alone of the practical
knowledge and bent of Science.
Student’s attitude towards Science is being curtailed by the type of syllabus and also the
demand of marks.
But people like Srinivas who are one in thousand is a boon to the children of India.
I request Srinivas to visit our school regularly, So that at least one among the thousands
will get a bent of Science and will definitely add to the few Scientists of India.
The simple things that made me worried
1. Children don’t know that the flow of electrons is current.
2. Railway lines expand in summer.
3. Least count etc.
All these are by hearted by all the students and they get marks. But why they cannot
explain?

I request all the Science teachers and Maths teachers to make their lesson not of the text
book but away from the text book. The practical knowledge is gained very slowly but is a
sure success for the Humanity.
Man invented fire by observation and thinking. If our students are not made to think then
we are changing humanity to a period where this developed brain which has created test
tube babies and stem cells for having bright Human will be very soon an example of
vestigial organ.
So Mr. Srinivas this is a humble request from me on behalf of all the Science teachers to
do your part to inspire teachers, parents, and also children.

Thanking you sir.
K. Nirmala Devi.

